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New manual covers mentoring program

by Capt. Kimberly Watson
Force Development Integration

WASHINGTON (AFNS) -- A new Air Force manual that provides detailed information on mentoring
within the Air Force, including the definition, program benefits and objectives, has been published.

Air Force Manual 36-2643, Air Force Mentoring Program, incorporates information from, and
supersedes, AFI 36-3401, Air Force Mentoring Program. 

"Effective mentoring is an excellent tool to ensure Airmen continue to meet near-term threats and
have the capacity to be ready for future missions," said Dr. Patricia McGill, chief of senior leader
development. "Mentorship supports and strengthens relationships of accountability and responsibility
among Airmen."

The Air Force fosters a mentoring culture by encouraging and expecting Airmen to be mentors and
mentees. 

Attachment 2 of the manual provides a comprehensive mentoring toolkit for successful mentoring.
Mentoring is an essential ingredient in developing well-rounded, professional, and competent future
leaders. 

The Air Force Mentoring Program Manual can be found here.
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by Senior Airman Benjamin Stratton
379th Air Expeditionary Wing Public Affairs

SOUTHWEST ASIA (AFNS) -- When serving on a remote forward operating base in Afghanistan, service
members rely on deliveries of ammunition, tools, food, water and other supplies.

Many times these vital provisions are airdropped by 8th Expeditionary Air Mobility Squadron cargo jets.

"Cargo is the life blood of downrange Soldiers," said Tech. Sgt. David Young, the 8th EAMS Air Mobility
Control Center flight chief here. "More than 50 percent of the (U.S. Central Command's area of
operation) air drops originate from here, making what we do significantly important. We're not flying
supplies to just the big, established bases; we also fly to the really forward deployed guys at FOBs
way out in the middle of nowhere. The supplies we provide them are their lifeline."

More commonly known as, "The Mighty Ocho," the 8th EAMS coordinates, loads and maintains the
aircraft responsible for delivering these life-saving supplies.

"Air Mobility Command sends us cargo missions, and as the AOR's central hub, we coordinate when
these jets will land, where they'll park, how the cargo will get to the aircraft and how its loaded, the
fuel, the maintenance, aircrew rest -- all this we do to get a quick turn on the jet's mission and on its
way to the folks who need it most," Young said.

"Our cargo missions really remind me of why we're here," said Staff Sgt. Ryan Metz, the 8th EAMS
training NCO in charge. "It makes me feel like I'm part of something bigger than myself."

In a section of five, which operates 24/7, 365 days a year, Young and his crew have at least two
members on shift at any given time working as the Squadron's nervous system.

"Leadership puts down instructions on how they want to run things," Young said. "We funnel that out
to the 'body parts' -- such as maintenance and the air terminal operations center, and they commence
the mission and give us feedback whether the mission went off fine or if it had problems along the
way."

AMCC Airmen then take that information and route it up to leadership who then decide how the
processes can be improved so the mission runs smoother for next time.

Contrary to operations at home station, Young said there are a lot more unexpected changes to be
handled. Between opportune cargo movements, aeromedical evacuation missions and dignified
transfers that come up in the AOR, AMCC Airmen have their plates full.

"These things come up a lot more often than they would at home station -- so they (AMC) need
someone to manage these changes on the fly and they do that through us," he said.

Having their hands in every aspect of 8th EAMS's mission, it's not surprising to see why Young is so
passionate about his job.

"Without the (command and control) node, the unit loses their centralized execution of the mission,"
he said.

C2 supports joint warfighters downrange by saving the Defense Department money, especially during
this time of budget cuts and sequestration.

"The way we can help, particularly, is to look for things where we can make the mission more
efficient," Young said. "We can save on the small issues that would cause crews to exceed their crew
duty day then the whole mission has to stop while they rest overnight. That 12-18 hours we lose there
is significant."

For deployed service members, especially at some more rustic FOBs, this delay could mean the
difference between winning and losing a firefight.

"If we can manipulate the mission based on our relationship with the different stations we work with
and knowing their limitations, such as differing quiet hours, we can make sure we get them (cargo
jets) out of here in a timely manner to hit their marks," Young said.
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The 8th EAMS moves most of their cargo by means of C-17 Globemaster IIIs and C-5 Galaxys, but
Young said they do make use of other airframes, including the KC-135 Stratotanker and personnel
rotators.

K-9 Airmen deploy with 'best friend'

by Senior Airman Bahja J. Jones
379th Air Expeditionary Wing Public Affairs

SOUTHWEST ASIA (AFNS) -- One of the most difficult parts of a deployment for service members is
leaving behind friends and family. Security forces Airmen in the Military Working Dog section, however,
have a unique opportunity when they deploy. 

"We get to deploy with our best friend," said Senior Airman Andrew Hanus, a 379th Expeditionary
Security Forces MWD handler, deployed with his K-9 companion, Beni, from Travis Air Force Base,
Calif. 

They are one of 13 MWD teams here who support the 379th ESFS mission to maintain security and
vigilance throughout the wing and ensure no threats enter the base by searching each vehicle prior to
entry. The MWDs also serve as a psychological deterrent and are trained to attack perpetrators on
command.

"The job we do is instrumental in keeping the base secure," Hanus said. "A good relationship between
a military dog and handler is critical to executing the mission." 

Before a deployment, MWD teams are certified and validated by the mission support group commander
at their respective home stations. 

"We demonstrate our abilities to work together," he said. "Beni showed proficiency in searching for
explosive odors, and I showed competency in recognizing his change of behavior and making the final
call if he is giving a positive response."

The certification is conducted by the kennel master and the team must demonstrate the canine is
obedient and listens to critical commands given by the handler. If those tasks are not demonstrated,
they do not certify and training continues.

The MWD teams must also have mutual trust for one another, Hanus said. 

"We work our dogs on a 6- to 15-foot leash," he said. "If Beni detects a threat, we could potentially be
within feet of an explosive device, right on top of it. I have to be able to trust him to provide an
accurate response and that has a lot to do with our relationship." 

In addition to the patrol and search responsibilities, the duo trains every day to ensure Beni remains
proficient in his duties, which is particularly import because he is new to the Air Force. 

"This is not only Beni's first deployment, but I am also his first handler," Hanus said. "I have a very
cool opportunity to help him learn and develop his skills as a 'green' dog." 

That in itself makes their relationship much stronger, Hanus said. 

"Everything I teach him now should stick with him for the rest of his career," he said. "I feel like I am
setting him up for success." 

The bond and mutual trust between Hanus, Beni and other K-9 teams here is what keeps the base
secure, Hanus said.

"Every morning I wake up and know I am going to be working with my closest friend out here," Hanus
said. "There is this awesome feeling of accomplishment you get working with a dog. These dogs are
smart and the more time you spend with them, the more you begin to realize this. The appreciation we
are given out here is tremendous, but the dogs are the ones putting in the real work."

This sentiment of a strong companionship is shared across the K-9 entire community. 
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"There is a saying in the K-9 world: feelings and emotions run down leash," said Tech. Sgt. Kent Bass,
the 379th ESFS kennel master. "If you have a good bond with your MWD they will be happy to work
and be loyal to you."

AF leaders stand behind civilians during tough furlough times

WASHINGTON (AFNS) -- Acting Secretary of the Air Force Eric Fanning and Air Force Chief of Staff
Gen. Mark A. Welsh III send the following furlough message to the Airmen of the United States Air
Force:

As you all know, Department of Defense civilian furloughs begin this week. With few exceptions, our
civilian Airmen face involuntary furlough one day per week from the pay period starting July 8 through
the pay period ending September 21.

Civilian furloughs are a measure of last resort and we deeply regret that the arbitrary across-the-board
cuts imposed by sequestration led to this result. Despite standing down combat flying units, reducing
space and mobility operations, reducing weapon system support, cutting installation support and
facility repairs and cancelling most travel, training and exercises, we must still take this painful action.
We recognize that this action inflicts personal and financial hardships on our civilian Airmen and their
families. We need all of our great Airmen to do the Nation's work, and furlough is not the way to
reward our dedicated civilian workforce for their service. We're sorry this is happening.

While furloughs have real consequences for civilian Airmen, the reduction in productivity and capability
resulting from this action will affect all Airmen. We appreciate your professionalism in dealing with this
situation and promise we will continue to work with DoD and Congress to seek repeal of sequestration
and an end to the frustration and mission impact it causes.

We could not be the world's greatest Air Force without the contributions of every part of our Total
Force - active duty, Guard, Reserve, and civilian Airmen. Thank you for your service to our Air Force
and our Nation. We're proud to stand beside you.

Pararescueman train with Army, military canines

by Staff Sgt. Stephenie Wade
455th Air Expeditionary Wing Public Affairs

BAGRAM AIRFIELD, Afghanistan (AFNS) -- Look in the air ... it's a bird ... it's a plane ... Well, not
quite: It's a German Shepard in a harness hanging from an HH-60G Pave Hawk.

More than 15 U.S. Army tactical explosive detection dog handlers and their canines participated in
rescue training scenarios June 21, with pararescuemen assigned to the 83rd Expeditionary Rescue
Squadron here.

The training required Army infantry personnel to practice hoisting their dogs into a helicopter.

According to U.S. Army Sgt. Jack Barsley, the infantry career field inherited the tactical explosive
detection dogs less than five years ago. The dogs are trained to detect 14 different scents, including
TNT, C4, homemade explosives and even detonation cord that could be wired to an improvised
explosive device.

"The MP's have military working dogs, but we (infantry) perform more of the tactical portion outside
the wire," Barsley said. "We fight in combat while using our dogs to help find IED's. The chances of us
needing rescued are high while here."

Just like people, some dogs are comfortable with helicopters and some are not. According to the dog
handlers, most of the dogs were skittish, so each duo took turns bringing the dogs near the helicopters
to get them used to the sound prior to hoisting them.

Army Sgt. Nina Alero has already participated in a mission that required her and the dog to get onto a
helicopter.
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"The dog was stressed out because of all the noise, it's like sensory overload for them," Alero said.
"This training would have been beneficial to have prior, so I could have known my dog's reaction to
getting in and out of the chopper."

This exercise serves as familiarization training not only for the dogs and their handlers, but
pararescuemen as well.

"Most pararescueman have never hoisted dogs into a helicopter before, so this was an experiment to
see how the dogs would react to the sound of the helicopters and being in air," said Staff Sgt. Kenneth
O'Brien, a pararescueman with the 83rd ERQS.

A week prior, the pararescuemen created a specialized K-9 harness specifically for this training.
O'Brien, who is on his second deployment, said that he while has never had to hoist a military working
dog during a mission, on his first deployment he did provide medical care to at least 10 military dogs.

"It's best that we figure out all the kinks in training while we are in a controlled environment, rather
than when we are in the field getting shot at," O'Brien said. "This training is very important because in
this mountainous terrain, we practice hoisting people all the time, but there is always a chance we will
have to rescue a dog because they are part of the team too."

Military working dogs have been a valuable asset to the military since their first use in 1942 as the
Army's K-9 corps. In today's military, they have a variety of duties and hold military rank according to
the Department of Defense's military working dogs website.
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New manual covers
mentoring program
Posted 7/8/2013   Updated 7/8/2013  Email story   Print story 

by Capt. Kimberly Watson
Force Development Integration

7/8/2013 - WASHINGTON (AFNS) -- A new Air Force manual that provides detailed information on mentoring within the Air Force,
including the definition, program benefits and objectives, has been published.

Air Force Manual 36-2643, Air Force Mentoring Program, incorporates information from, and supersedes, AFI 36-3401, Air Force
Mentoring Program. 

"Effective mentoring is an excellent tool to ensure Airmen continue to meet near-term threats and have the capacity to be ready for
future missions," said Dr. Patricia McGill, chief of senior leader development. "Mentorship supports and strengthens relationships of
accountability and responsibility among Airmen."

The Air Force fosters a mentoring culture by encouraging and expecting Airmen to be mentors and mentees. 

Attachment 2 of the manual provides a comprehensive mentoring toolkit for successful mentoring. Mentoring is an essential
ingredient in developing well-rounded, professional, and competent future leaders. 

The Air Force Mentoring Program Manual can be found here.

Comments

7/8/2013 5:19:05 PM ET
This is absurd. Successful mentoring is personal spontaneous and is fruit of caring. You can't put caring on a checklist. Next we'll  see slides
and stats on the nature of Air Force mentoring. The next AFMAN will be about how to have a good time with your coworkers on a Friday
afternoon.

Sgt Whoever, conus
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Staff Sgt. Ryan Metz inputs data on the Global
Decision Support System as part of the 8th
Expeditionary Air Mobility Squadron Air Mobility
Command Center's mission responsibilities July 2,
2013, at the 379th Air Expeditionary Wing in
Southwest Asia. The GDSS is a U.S.
Transportation Command-funded system
providing combatant commanders Mobility Air
Forces Command and Control information for the
Defense Transportation System. Metz is the 8th
EAMS training NCO in charge. (U.S. Air Force
photo/Senior Airman Benjamin Stratton) 
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by Senior Airman Benjamin Stratton
379th Air Expeditionary Wing Public Affairs

7/8/2013 - SOUTHWEST ASIA (AFNS) -- When serving on a remote
forward operating base in Afghanistan, service members rely
on deliveries of ammunition, tools, food, water and other supplies.
 
Many times these vital provisions are airdropped by 8th Expeditionary
Air Mobility Squadron cargo jets. 

"Cargo is the life blood of downrange Soldiers," said Tech. Sgt. David
Young, the 8th EAMS Air Mobility Control Center flight chief here. "More
than 50 percent of the (U.S. Central Command's area of operation) air
drops originate from here, making what we do significantly important.
We're not flying supplies to just the big, established bases; we also fly to
the really forward deployed guys at FOBs way out in the middle of
nowhere. The supplies we provide them are their lifeline."

More commonly known as, "The Mighty Ocho," the 8th EAMS coordinates, loads and maintains the aircraft responsible for
delivering these life-saving supplies.

"Air Mobility Command sends us cargo missions, and as the AOR's central hub, we coordinate when these jets will land, where
they'll park, how the cargo will get to the aircraft and how its loaded, the fuel, the maintenance, aircrew rest -- all  this we do to get a
quick turn on the jet's mission and on its way to the folks who need it most," Young said.

"Our cargo missions really remind me of why we're here," said Staff Sgt. Ryan Metz, the 8th EAMS training NCO in charge. "It
makes me feel like I'm part of something bigger than myself."

In a section of five, which operates 24/7, 365 days a year, Young and his crew have at least two members on shift at any given
time working as the Squadron's nervous system.

"Leadership puts down instructions on how they want to run things," Young said. "We funnel that out to the 'body parts' -- such as
maintenance and the air terminal operations center, and they commence the mission and give us feedback whether the mission
went off fine or if it had problems along the way."

AMCC Airmen then take that information and route it up to leadership who then decide how the processes can be improved so the
mission runs smoother for next time.

Contrary to operations at home station, Young said there are a lot more unexpected changes to be handled. Between opportune
cargo movements, aeromedical evacuation missions and dignified transfers that come up in the AOR, AMCC Airmen have their
plates full.

"These things come up a lot more often than they would at home station -- so they (AMC) need someone to manage these changes
on the fly and they do that through us," he said.

Having their hands in every aspect of 8th EAMS's mission, it's not surprising to see why Young is so passionate about his job.

"Without the (command and control) node, the unit loses their centralized execution of the mission," he said.

C2 supports joint warfighters downrange by saving the Defense Department money, especially during this time of budget cuts and
sequestration.

"The way we can help, particularly, is to look for things where we can make the mission more efficient," Young said. "We can save
on the small issues that would cause crews to exceed their crew duty day then the whole mission has to stop while they rest
overnight. That 12-18 hours we lose there is significant."

For deployed service members, especially at some more rustic FOBs, this delay could mean the difference between winning and
losing a firefight.

"If we can manipulate the mission based on our relationship with the different stations we work with and knowing their limitations,
such as differing quiet hours, we can make sure we get them (cargo jets) out of here in a timely manner to hit their marks," Young
said.

The 8th EAMS moves most of their cargo by means of C-17 Globemaster IIIs and C-5 Galaxys, but Young said they do make use
of other airframes, including the KC-135 Stratotanker and personnel rotators.
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Senior Airman Andrew Hanus and Beni look
underneath the bumper of a car during a vehicle
check at the 379th Air Expeditionary Wing in
Southwest Asia, July 2, 2013. The 379th
Expeditionary Security Forces Squadron military
working dog section performs vehicle inspections
on every car entering the base. Hanus is a 379th
ESFS MWD handler and Beni is a 379th ESFS
MWD both deployed from Travis Air Force Base,
Calif. (U.S. Air Force photo/Senior Airman Bahja
J. Jones) 
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K-9 Airmen deploy with
'best friend'
Posted 7/8/2013  Email story   Print story 

by Senior Airman Bahja J. Jones
379th Air Expeditionary Wing Public Affairs

7/8/2013 - SOUTHWEST ASIA (AFNS) -- One of the most difficult parts
of a deployment for service members is leaving behind friends and
family. Security forces Airmen in the Military Working Dog section,
however, have a unique opportunity when they deploy. 

"We get to deploy with our best friend," said Senior Airman Andrew
Hanus, a 379th Expeditionary Security Forces MWD handler, deployed
with his K-9 companion, Beni, from Travis Air Force Base, Calif. 

They are one of 13 MWD teams here who support the 379th ESFS
mission to maintain security and vigilance throughout the wing and
ensure no threats enter the base by searching each vehicle prior to entry.
The MWDs also serve as a psychological deterrent and are trained to
attack perpetrators on command.

"The job we do is instrumental in keeping the base secure," Hanus said. "A good relationship between a military dog and handler is
critical to executing the mission." 

Before a deployment, MWD teams are certified and validated by the mission support group commander at their respective home
stations. 

"We demonstrate our abilities to work together," he said. "Beni showed proficiency in searching for explosive odors, and I showed
competency in recognizing his change of behavior and making the final call if he is giving a positive response."

The certification is conducted by the kennel master and the team must demonstrate the canine is obedient and listens to critical
commands given by the handler. If those tasks are not demonstrated, they do not certify and training continues.

The MWD teams must also have mutual trust for one another, Hanus said. 

"We work our dogs on a 6- to 15-foot leash," he said. "If Beni detects a threat, we could potentially be within feet of an explosive
device, right on top of it. I have to be able to trust him to provide an accurate response and that has a lot to do with our
relationship." 

In addition to the patrol and search responsibilities, the duo trains every day to ensure Beni remains proficient in his duties, which is
particularly import because he is new to the Air Force. 

"This is not only Beni's first deployment, but I am also his first handler," Hanus said. "I have a very cool opportunity to help him learn
and develop his skills as a 'green' dog." 

That in itself makes their relationship much stronger, Hanus said. 

"Everything I teach him now should stick with him for the rest of his career," he said. "I feel like I am setting him up for success." 

The bond and mutual trust between Hanus, Beni and other K-9 teams here is what keeps the base secure, Hanus said.

"Every morning I wake up and know I am going to be working with my closest friend out here," Hanus said. "There is this awesome
feeling of accomplishment you get working with a dog. These dogs are smart and the more time you spend with them, the more you
begin to realize this. The appreciation we are given out here is tremendous, but the dogs are the ones putting in the real work."

This sentiment of a strong companionship is shared across the K-9 entire community. 

"There is a saying in the K-9 world: feelings and emotions run down leash," said Tech. Sgt. Kent Bass, the 379th ESFS kennel
master. "If you have a good bond with your MWD they will be happy to work and be loyal to you." 

Comments

No comments yet.  

Add a comment
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(U.S. Air Force graphic/Robin Meredith)
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AF leaders stand behind
civilians during tough
furlough times
Posted 7/8/2013  Email story   Print story 

7/8/2013 - WASHINGTON (AFNS) -- Acting Secretary of the Air Force
Eric Fanning and Air Force Chief of Staff Gen. Mark A. Welsh III send the
following furlough message to the Airmen of the United States Air Force:

As you all know, Department of Defense civilian furloughs begin this
week. With few exceptions, our civilian Airmen face involuntary furlough
one day per week from the pay period starting July 8 through the pay period ending September 21.

Civilian furloughs are a measure of last resort and we deeply regret that the arbitrary across-the-board cuts imposed by
sequestration led to this result. Despite standing down combat flying units, reducing space and mobility operations, reducing
weapon system support, cutting installation support and facility repairs and cancelling most travel, training and exercises, we must
still take this painful action. We recognize that this action inflicts personal and financial hardships on our civilian Airmen and their
families. We need all of our great Airmen to do the Nation's work, and furlough is not the way to reward our dedicated civilian
workforce for their service. We're sorry this is happening.

While furloughs have real consequences for civilian Airmen, the reduction in productivity and capability resulting from this action will
affect all Airmen. We appreciate your professionalism in dealing with this situation and promise we will continue to work with DoD
and Congress to seek repeal of sequestration and an end to the frustration and mission impact it causes.

We could not be the world's greatest Air Force without the contributions of every part of our Total Force - active duty, Guard,
Reserve, and civilian Airmen. Thank you for your service to our Air Force and our Nation. We're proud to stand beside you.

Comments

7/9/2013 6:09:58 AM ET
In an Air Force squadron leadership is measured not merely in words spoken but in actions taken difficult decisions made integrity displayed.
What I see here are just words not deeds. We're proud to stand beside you. ... as we idly watch you walk out the door on your furlough.

JK, CONUS

 

7/9/2013 12:05:25 AM ET
Don't let this budget stuff get you down my fellow sheep. Don't forget that now we can have same sex marriage The Air Force truly gets
better everyday. bleh

Beef Supreme, Costco

 

7/9/2013 12:03:02 AM ET
Never thought I would see this day in my lifetime. I think spending in all  unnecessary areas of Government could be curbed as good
stewardship long before we need to pull away from our Military. This is damaging to morale proficiency and weakens our strength as most
technologically advanced in the world. But I fear with the continued frivolous spending of the present Admin. this is only the beginning and
what is coming we will be disgraced by.

Sherry, West Palm Beach Fl

 

7/9/2013 12:02:39 AM ET
During this tough time and with the sequestration it is highly important we cut American work hours to help the atrocious spending yet we will
be sure to give 9.6 million dollars to the illegals here and billions to Egypt which by the way wasn't a coup well they don't know what to call
it..

President Mt Dew Camancho, Monday Night Rehab

 

7/8/2013 10:54:41 PM ET
They are so sorry to see civilians furloughed so German nationals could get a pay raise as well as not being furloughed. This is so fair and
completely across the board...NOTPoor leadership.

TB, Somewhere

 

7/8/2013 7:31:20 PM ET
Check the last line of your story the leaders are trying to stand beside those affected not behind. behind doesn't help in front would be
better.

Stump, USA

 

7/8/2013 3:43:14 PM ET
Publicly disparaging the decisions of our leaders a great and often overlooked and underappreciated aspect of our Air Force heritage.

Sgt Whoever, conus

 

7/8/2013 2:53:56 PM ET
I appreciate Mr. Fanning standing behind me but he's getting a little too close.
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Beef Sequester Supreme, Mon Night Rehabilitaion

 

7/8/2013 2:05:21 PM ET
Lip service.

JK, CONUS

 

7/8/2013 1:55:39 PM ET
I find this action reprehensible. Our basic Military personnel are already underpaid for the jobs they are doing. I realize this is an entirely
volunteer Military but why must they and their families be the ones to loose in this economy quagmire Our Military should be the last quarter
to be affected by this ridiculous sequestration act.

Diana K. Hutchison, Grapeland TX

 

7/8/2013 12:59:42 PM ET
Every ones suffers due to cuts. Why has Congress not CUT ALL travel funds INCLUDING vacations and expensive non mandatory travel of
Obama and his family and the VP

Bobbie, Florida

 

7/8/2013 12:18:39 PM ET
It's interesting how the TSA furlough was fixed immediately by Congress because of their inconvenience at airports during their numerous
breaks. Where did that magic money come from to fix that How about spend some of that magic money to stop this current furlough.
Congress is only concerned about themselves not the workers or their families.

Rhonda, offutt afb

 

7/8/2013 11:50:19 AM ET
With all  the wasteful govt spending I find it very hard to believe that dollars couldn't have been taken from elsewhere. So where do I send my
bills to get paid

TJ, Utah

 

7/8/2013 11:36:27 AM ET
Its nice to know the leaders are standing behind the little people. Of course they will be standing in front of the same little people at the bank
since these leaders are still getting paid.

Retired, Ohio

 

7/8/2013 11:19:31 AM ET
I am home on my first furlough day and guess what The Contractors at my base are still at work - no furlough for them. What happened to
the Contractors sharing the furlough burden

RL, NV

 

7/8/2013 11:14:58 AM ET
This furlough is going to leave me 40 to live off of after I pay my rent and about 70 to live off of after I pay the rest of my bills with the
second check of the month. Not everyone has a two income household. Thank you for allowing us to work and not make ends meet.

suzanne uresti, Randolph AFB

 

7/8/2013 9:45:04 AM ET
Hmmmmaybe we should have thrown a hissy fit like the military did when TA was temporarily suspended. Service before self I  think not. I
would prefer leadership say nothing more about it as any comments now seem disingenuous at best.

Dedicated Civilan, Furloughed at Home

 

7/8/2013 9:39:36 AM ET
Actions not words How many made up flag officer positions could've been eliminated How many fraudulent and highly expensive over-cost
contracts could've been better managed The federal work force hasn't  seen a cost of living pay raise in years thanks to the lack of
leadership in not only the government but DoD but it's okay to ground the flying fleet and furlough the workers who handle the tasks freeing
up the active duty personnel to take care of their missions. All of this disgusts me we're failing ourselves by not living by the core values so
highly vaunted by those in charge. You want to prove you care Actions not words

Expendable Civilian Airman, Texas

 

7/8/2013 9:17:43 AM ET
I know that our AF leaders are powerless to combat the civilian furloughs now facing us all.  This was a purely political decision which makes
it all  the harder to swallow. Save the empty sentiment as it doesn't make a difference when I see billions of dollars wasted on non-personnel
projects programs and foreign aid.

Spencer, Texas

 

7/8/2013 9:11:37 AM ET
That should be a given it's what leaders shouldmust do and do genuinely. So why is it news.

Edidiong Glodowski, Washington
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Pararescueman train with Army, military canines

http://www.af.mil/news/story.asp?storyID=123355122[2013/07/09 22:04:39]

Airman 1st Class Jason Fischman hoists a
U.S. Army tactical explosive detection dogs
into a HH-60G Pave Hawk during a joint
rescue training scenario June 21, 2013, at
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan. This training was
a first for both branches and prepared them for
future rescue missions. Fischman is a
pararescueman with the 83rd Expeditionary
Rescue Squadron and deployed from Royal Air
Force Lakenheath, England. (U.S. Air Force
photo/Staff Sgt. Stephenie Wade) 
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Pararescueman train with
Army, military canines
Posted 7/6/2013  Email story   Print story 

by Staff Sgt. Stephenie Wade
455th Air Expeditionary Wing Public Affairs

7/6/2013 - BAGRAM AIRFIELD, Afghanistan (AFNS) -- Look in the air ...
it's a bird ... it's a plane ... Well, not quite: It's a German Shepard in a
harness hanging from an HH-60G Pave Hawk.

More than 15 U.S. Army tactical explosive detection dog handlers and their
canines participated in rescue training scenarios June 21, with
pararescuemen assigned to the 83rd Expeditionary Rescue Squadron here.

The training required Army infantry personnel to practice hoisting their dogs
into a helicopter.

According to U.S. Army Sgt. Jack Barsley, the infantry career field inherited
the tactical explosive detection dogs less than five years ago. The dogs are
trained to detect 14 different scents, including TNT, C4, homemade
explosives and even detonation cord that could be wired to an improvised
explosive device.

"The MP's have military working dogs, but we (infantry) perform more of the
tactical portion outside the wire," Barsley said. "We fight in combat while
using our dogs to help find IED's. The chances of us needing rescued are
high while here."

Just like people, some dogs are comfortable with helicopters and some are not. According to the dog handlers, most of the dogs
were skittish, so each duo took turns bringing the dogs near the helicopters to get them used to the sound prior to hoisting them.

Army Sgt. Nina Alero has already participated in a mission that required her and the dog to get onto a helicopter.

"The dog was stressed out because of all the noise, it's like sensory overload for them," Alero said. "This training would have been
beneficial to have prior, so I could have known my dog's reaction to getting in and out of the chopper."

This exercise serves as familiarization training not only for the dogs and their handlers, but pararescuemen as well.

"Most pararescueman have never hoisted dogs into a helicopter before, so this was an experiment to see how the dogs would react
to the sound of the helicopters and being in air," said Staff Sgt. Kenneth O'Brien, a pararescueman with the 83rd ERQS.

A week prior, the pararescuemen created a specialized K-9 harness specifically for this training. O'Brien, who is on his second
deployment, said that he while has never had to hoist a military working dog during a mission, on his first deployment he did
provide medical care to at least 10 military dogs.

"It's best that we figure out all the kinks in training while we are in a controlled environment, rather than when we are in the field
getting shot at," O'Brien said. "This training is very important because in this mountainous terrain, we practice hoisting people all the
time, but there is always a chance we will have to rescue a dog because they are part of the team too."

Military working dogs have been a valuable asset to the military since their first use in 1942 as the Army's K-9 corps. In today's
military, they have a variety of duties and hold military rank according to the Department of Defense's military working dogs website.

Comments

7/9/2013 3:26:46 AM ET
Ole Miss PJs have to follow the same rank structure as the rest of us. If he came in an E-1 and didn't make BTZ and got to all  his schools
quickly he could definitely still be operational as an A1C. My understanding is that most of the time PJs spend in tech school is waiting to go
to special schools so he could have made it through more quickly than most.

Sgt.D, USAFE

 

7/8/2013 6:52:00 PM ET
If sound is a problem due to sensory overload why are the dogs not provided with hearing protection to minimize this There are canine ear
muffs available off the shelf that could be used for this purpose.

TSgt Glass, Andersen AFB

 

7/8/2013 10:31:29 AM ET
Great story and great photos One quick question. Is the A1C's rank identified correctly I was under the impression that all  PJs were
advanced to SrA after their 3 school or after they qualified which I imagine would have to happen before deployment to Bagram. I haven't
seen an A1C PJ since reading about PJs in the Vietnam war.

Ole Miss USAF, Oxford MS
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